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t wouldn’t be our style to distract you with the minutiae of who we are, what we are and where we are going. Just as we like to find our own path, we think that you too should be free to create your own impression. We believe in letting the imagination have as much free reign as possible, and usually find that this freedom takes us to more interesting and uniquely personal places than a simple trail of facts. We are pure imagination, characters in a story with so much to say. We invent universes with thousands of doors through which we can come and go at will. We inhabit a world of colourful scenes, where animals speak and objects disguise hidden stories; where the readers are the main characters and where fantasy knows no limits. Our task is to deliver the worlds created by our authors and illustrators to your homes so that you can travel through them, exploring every corner and leaving your own mark in the stories they have invented. It is our hope and aim that these journeys be pleasant, fun, daring, original and, above all, unforgettable.



Tortololita Recommended by the Cuatrogatos Foundation 2017 When Tortololita’s mother leaves her on her own to go shopping, the little inquisitive turtledove falls from the nest and breaks her beak. What would appear to be an unfortunate accident however turns out to be a blessing in disguise. This is a book to enjoy sharing with the youngest ones. This lovely story about how to see the positive side of any situation, with marvelous illustrations full of tenderness and sensitivity, is a book perfect for those nightly story-times with the littlest ones. The stiff cardboard pages allow the children to safely handle the book and turn the pages at their will.



Author: Roberto Aliaga Illustrator: Paula Alenda



Tortololita Collection: CUENTA CONMIGO ISBN: 978-84-942313-6-0 Pages: 36 Dimensions: 210 x 210 mm
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Manuela This is a stiff cardboard picture book for pre-readers. Meet Manuela and some curious and noisy guests who sneak into her house to spend the night. Manuela is getting ready for bed after a busy day. Before she goes to bed she visits all the bedrooms in her house, one by one, showing us some very special guests that are spread about her home. In her basement there is a secret only known to her and her friends, the zoo animals. Discover the noises the animals make courtesy of Manuela, a charismatic girl who, by means of her playful attitude, sends us to sleep with a smile on our faces.



Author: Javier Martínez Illustrator: Carmen Queralt



Manuela Collection: CUENTA CONMIGO ISBN: 978-84-942313-7-7 Pages: 32 Dimensions: 210 x 210 mm
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Hugo y el dragón de la noche (Hugo and the Night Dragon)



Hugo lives in a strange labyrinthine building full of surprises. One night he falls asleep next to a mysterious door and when he wakes up he meets a night dragon who shows him how he brings dreams to all the children in his town. A touching and yet thrilling adventure that will help younger readers lose their night fears and enjoy sweeter dreams. A perfectly delightful night-time read.



Argaria award for the best children’s picture book



Author: Gema Sirvent Illustrator: Vicente Cruz



Hugo and the Night Dragon Collection: LIBRE ALBEDRIO ISBN: 978-84-942313-9-1 Pages: 40 Dimensions: 230 x 310 mm 4nd edition
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¿Y si no entro en este libro? (What if I Don’t Fit in this Book?)



How many excuses could you come up with to evade the opportunity of becoming part of a storybook? Well, a certain elephant, giraffe, puffer fish, snake and child have come up with plenty... Will they finally pluck up the courage to get inside the book? Discover this beautiful story about the love of books and what happens when we take the plunge and finally enter the fantastic world of literature.



Author: Florencia del Campo Illustrator: Guadalupe Belgrano



What if I Don’t Fit in this Book? Collection: LIBRE ALBEDRIO ISBN: 978-84-942313-0-8 Pages: 32 Dimensions: 150 x 150 mm 3nd reprint
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A los saltos (Jump!)



Igo is a kangaroo who is bored silly of always talking the same old kangaroo stuff to the same old kangaroos, and nothing else, so he decides to start jumping away. He jumps so long and so far that he discovers a whole new world full of new friends who teach him things that can only be seen with your eyes closed.



Author: Florencia del Campo Illustrator: Natalia Colombo



Jump! Collection: LIBRE ALBEDRIO ISBN: 978-84-942313-2-2 Pages: 32 Dimensions: 210 x 210 mm 2nd reprint
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La mujer más alta del mundo (The Tallest Woman in the World)



The incredible story of a girl who grew from being the smallest girl in her class into the tallest woman on the planet. In the process she learns the importance of being herself and to accept that everyone is different, because the bigger we become, the more we can see. Recommended by the Cuatrogatos Foundation 2016 Selected at Bratislava Biennal 2015 Winner of the Lazarillo Award 2013 Honorable mention in the Sharjah International Book Fair 2013 Selected for the Fourth Iberoamerican Catalogue of Illustration 2013



Author: Pablo Albo Illustrator: Iratxe López de Munáin



The Tallest Woman in the World Collection: LIBRE ALBEDRIO ISBN: 978-84-942313-3-9 Pages: 40 Dimensions: 205 x 287 mm 2nd reprint
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Atilio Recommended by the Cuatrogatos Foundation 2016 Atilio is a tiny mouse with huge dreams who lives in a library. The path to achieve these dreams is hard and long. Or is it? An epic story of bold quests and dangerous confrontations, full of humour and literary references to works like “Don Quixote”, “The Three Musketeers”, and many others that the readers will enjoy discovering.



Author: Fran Pintadera Illustrator: David Guirao



Atilio Collection: TE VEO ISBN: 978-84-942313-4-6 Pages: 40 Dimensions: 240 x 240 mm
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Un patio en el centro del universo (A courtyard at the centre of the universe)



A little girl spends unforgettable Summer days in the courtyard of her house along with her father and brother. Her imagination and enthusiasm convert her normal surroundings into a fantastic universe where even everyday occurrences are transformed into fabulous adventures. What she most enjoys about these Summer days however is the sharing of them with her father and brother and the evenings spent looking at the stars together through her father’s telescope, feeling that their courtyard is the very centre of the entire universe. This book deals with those ephemeral moments we share with our children in their infancy, and what the centre of a young child’s universe really is for them. Author: Carlos Rebate Illustrator: Vicente Cruz



A courtyard at the centre of the universe Collection: LIBRE ALBEDRIO ISBN: 978-84-944172-1-4 Pages: 40 Dimensions: 220 x 240 mm
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El hombre bala



(The Human Cannonball) Winner of the first International Prize “Candil Ilustrado” for illustrated picture-books. It’s not easy being a human cannonball, and Rocky knows it. But this time he has a premonition that in next Sunday’s show he will at last, after so many failed attempts, finally pull off his amazing jump successfully, including its death-defying double somersault and spectacular one-footed landing. An endearing adventure in which our main character is a tireless anti-hero who never loses his enthusiasm and hope despite repeated failures. This chirpy and jovial character shows us how a positive attitude can be enough of an achievement in itself. Author: Irene Sacido Illustrator: Celia Sacido



The Human Cannonball Collection: LIBRE ALBEDRIO ISBN: 978-84-944172-3-8 Pages: 36 Dimensions: 200 x 250 mm
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El Romance de Sinforosa (The Ballad of Sinforosa)



Finalist of the Cuatrogatos Foundation Prize 2017 The princess Sinforosa has been obsessed with the colour pink since birth, and the only desire of her doting father, the King, is to please her. He starts off making small changes in his kingdom and ends up yielding to his daughter’s every whim, which seem to know no end. What no one expected was how all these changes would affect world (and universal) order. This is a prodigious story about the colour pink and the crazy whims of a princess. A hilarious and nonsensical adventure told in rhyming verse in the style of a medieval epic poem. A truly original work with fold-out tabs behind which are hidden “other points of view” relating to the events being described. Author: Nono Granero Illustrator: Nono Granero



The Ballad of Sinforosa Collection: LIBRE ALBEDRIO ISBN: 978-84-944172-2-1 Pages: 32 Dimensions: 255 x 200 mm
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¿Qué soñarán las camas? (What do Beds Dream of?)



What do dreams dream of? And what do beds dream of? Do sheep count people jumping over a fence? This delightful work is a poetic voyage through the world of dreams, a sensitive and suggestive journey, sometimes comical, other times sleepy, and at times as comforting as a whispered lullaby.



Author: Mar Benegas Ilustradora: Ester García



What do Beds Dream of? Colección: CAPULETO ISBN: 978-84-944172-4-5 Pages: 40 Dimensions: 150 x 200 mm
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El misterio del diente (The mistery of the tooth)



What is a tooth? If you are a toothless Martian, finding the right answer to this question can be extremely complicated. How can you find out between walruses, beavers, sharks and all the creatures you can imagine? A mysterious tooth is the origin of this funny story where through the eyes of an alien we discover curiosities and secrets about teeth, their functions in different animals on our planet... and finally the best way to use them.



Author: Arianna Squilloni Ilustrador: Riki Blanco



The mistery of the tooth Colección: LIBRE ALBEDRIO ISBN: 978-84-944172-7-6 Pages: 32 Dimensions: 180 x 180 mm
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Carolo se va



(Carolo´s journey)



Carolo is a child who feels that he does not fit anywhere. The way he sees the world is far different from his family. So one day he decides to go for a journey to show everybody what he is capable of. A spectacular picture book with epic scenarios that plays with curved and square shapes to teach us that the world has many perspectives and sometimes you have to open your mind to empathize with those who are different.



Author: Nono Granero Ilustrador: Nono Granero



Carolo´s journey Colección: LIBRE ALBEDRIO ISBN: 978-84-946308-1-1 Pages: 44 Dimensions: 250 x 250 mm.
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Una historia diferente (A different story)



This is a story about differences and respect that show us the feelings and emotions of two characters apparently with nothing in common. This is a unique picture book with an expressionist atmosphere full of details. The mixture of techniques suggests the deep inner universe of its characters. This book turns into a metaphor about differences and similarities, fears and strengths of every human being.



Author: Adolfo Serra Ilustrador: Adolfo Serra



A different story Colección: LIBRE ALBEDRIO ISBN: 978-84-946308-3-5 Pages: 32 Dimensions: 200 x 280 mm.
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Lo que imagina la curiosidad (Imagine if…)



This is and amazing book full of art, imagination and science. Before we discover the world we imagine how it would be. Here is where the curiosity begins. Imagine if the thoughts that we never use find another place to go… What if the imagination never stop growing up? The truth is that the world is full of curiosities and this is the perfect book for enquiring minds.



Author: Eva Manzano Ilustrador: Mo Gutiérrez Serna



Imagine if… Colección: LIBRE ALBEDRIO Pages: 60 Dimensions: 210 x 260 mm.
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El virus de la suerte (The Luck Virus)



After his father’s death, Ivan becomes obsessed with finding a particular star in the firmament. One evening, while observing the sky through his telescope, a meteorite crashes into his garden. After this he suddenly succumbs to a strange fever: a talking virus which brings him more luck than he can handle.



Author: Roberto Aliaga Ilustrador: Raúl Sagospe



Trotamundos iction f f o n io t c e l col orers l p x e e l t it l for



The Luck Virus Colección: TROTAMUNDOS ISBN: 978-84-944172-6-9 Pages: 128 Dimensions: 130 x 200 mm.
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Tic-Tac. Cuatro cuentos y un secreto (Tic-Tac. Four stories and a secret)



“Tic Tac” invites us to wander around the four quarters of a clock in the form of four beautiful connected stories. Diego Arboleda introduces us in his particular imaginary with a fresh narrative, dynamic and ingenious, and without leaving aside his splendid sense of humour. Eugenia Ábalos is the illustrator of the book.



Author: Diego Arboleda Ilustradora: Eugenia Ábalos



Tic-Tac. Four stories and a secret Colección: TROTAMUNDOS ISBN: 978-84-944172-8-3 Pages: 142 Dimensions: 140 x 210 mm.
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Almería, España 00 34 676 503 497 [email protected] www.editoriallibrealbedrio.com



Find didactic resources and activities on our books at: www.recetariolector.com/librealbedrio
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foreign rights - Hanser Literaturverlage 
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FOREIGN RIGHTS GUIDE SPRING 2017 

pens to be the exceptionally talented singer of the Back Yard Band, has disap- peared. Fletcher soon begins to sense great danger lying in wait for the inhabit- ants of his much loved back yard. One after another, all the animals seem to be literally
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Editorial 
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Editorial 

Servicios de Inmigración Diocesanos. Foto de El Católico de Rhode Island por Silvio Cuéllar. PROGRAMA DE TV: Stella Carr
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Familia Zuccardi â€¢ Aluvional la Consulta. 2013. 93 ... Salentein â€¢ Single Vineyard Malbec La Pampa. 2014 ...... LÃ³pez de Heredia â€¢ ViÃ±a Tondonia Reserva. 2005.
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Product catalogue 

Soluzioni flessibili ed efficienti per gestire l'olio, l'aria e l'acqua, evitando le perdite e migliorando la salute e l
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Каталог запасных частей Parts catalogue Catalogue 

La nomenclatura de piezas y conjuntos que la planta AvtoVAZ suministra en calidad de recambios, se determina por la espe
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N.B. el cable de alimentación de 10 m. es obligatorio para el utilizo externo según la normativa EN 60335-2-41. • Electr
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Diseño editorial - GG México Editorial Gustavo Gili 

formamos parte de una nueva edad de oro del diseño editorial, un ecosistema de medios híbrido, integrado con las redes s
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INDUSTRIA EDITORIAL 
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Editorial - SAC 

Cuando Sergio, "mi medico", me invito a escribir unas lineas para la Revista Argentina de. Cardiologia, me parecio una p
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Última Polaroid: Mar Coll. (Dentro): David Delgado-Llavina. 2006. 17 x 24 cm. 105 pp. 978-84-8048-740-5 Premio Pilar Mir
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